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0e bicycle, an active transportation mode, has received increasing attention as an alternative in urban environments worldwide.
However, effectively managing the stock levels of rental bicycles at each station is challenging as demand levels vary with time,
particularly when users are allowed to return bicycles at any station. 0ere is a need for system-wide management of bicycle stock
levels by transporting available bicycles from one station to another. In this study, a bicycle rebalancing model based on a Markov
decision process (MDP) is developed using a real-time dynamic programming method and reinforcement learning considering
dynamic system characteristics. 0e pickup and return demands are stochastic and continuously changing. As a result, the
proposed framework suggests the best operation option every 10min based on the realized system variables and future demands
predicted by the random forest method, minimizing the expected unmet demand. Moreover, we adopt custom prioritizing
strategies to reduce the number of action candidates for the operator and the computational complexity for practicality in the
MDP framework. Numerical experiments demonstrate that the proposed model outperforms existing methods, such as short-
term rebalancing and static lookahead policies. Among the suggested prioritizing strategies, focusing on stations with a larger
error in demand prediction was found to be the most effective. Additionally, the effects of various safety buffers were examined.

1. Introduction

A public bicycle sharing (PBS) system can contribute to
alleviating several urban problems, such as traffic congestion
and air pollution. It is a sustainable transportation mode that
can satisfy last-mile traffic demands [1]. It has been observed
that public bicycles are increasingly used for various trip
purposes, including leisure trips in parks and commuting
trips to subway stations and workplaces. Hence, the aca-
demic interest in PBS systems is gradually increasing in
terms of planning and operational strategies [2].

0e operational strategies pursue short-term optimiza-
tion using existing infrastructure and resources, including

bicycle rebalancing problems. 0e random demand of the
PBS system users may cause an imbalance in the station
inventory.0erefore, it is necessary for operators to establish
an efficient rebalancing strategy to prevent system fail-
ures—such as empty (i.e., no bicycles available) or full
stations (i.e., no available rack for bicycles or underutilized
inventory)—that generate an unmet demand for pickup or
return, respectively, particularly in a dock-based system.

A rebalancing strategy aims to determine an optimized
route for a cargo vehicle to transport bicycles from and to
stations and determine the optimal number of bicycles to
load or unload at each station [3]. Accordingly, the bicycle
rebalancing problem can be represented as a sequential
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decision-making problem at each stop and formulated using
a Markov decision process (MDP) [4]. However, the MDP
formulation for the bicycle rebalancing problemmay involve
a combinatorial-dimension characteristic because each state
is defined with a combination of the bicycle stock at each
station, location, load level of the cargo vehicle, and time
horizon. Studies in the existing literature where the MDP
was applied to this problem have been limited to simplified
approaches, including considering deterministic demands,
delivering bikes with a safety buffer margin or target fill
levels, or avidly visiting the nearest unbalanced station.

0e dynamic programming (DP) method is one of the
most widely used methods for MDP. DP decomposes the
original problem into simpler subproblems. DP requires a
complete and accurate environmental model [5]. When the
size of the state and action spaces of the MDP increases, it is
not feasible to calculate the expected cost for all states and
actions (i.e., the curse of dimensionality) [5]. 0erefore,
approximate approaches to DP are often adopted for
practical-size problems.

0e main objective of this study is to develop a reba-
lancing model with stochastic demands and dynamic PBS
system characteristics. “Stochastic” refers to the fact that the
demand is not known in advance and that the demand follows
a stochastic distribution. Meanwhile, “dynamic” means that
subsequent decisions are made over a planning horizon [6].
As the demand fluctuates stochastically, an error occurs
because of the difference between the forecasted and observed
demands. 0is fluctuation necessitates rebalancing by oper-
ators. For this purpose, a stochastic distribution of user de-
mand was applied based on historical data, and approximate
DP and reinforcement learning (RL) were utilized to find an
optimal solution in this study. 0e performance of the
adopted models is compared with the performance of
strategies in the literature. Finally, policy implications are
presented by proposing an appropriate prioritizing strategy.
PBS service operators have accumulated a large amount of
trip data; however, many existing studies have not considered
the stochastic nature of demand, which can be inferred from
the data [6, 7]. Indeed, numerous studies have solved the
rebalancing problemwith deterministic demands. However, a
stochastic demand approach that utilizes big data has the
potential to provide more accurate solutions. In this study, a
dynamic rebalancing algorithm is proposed to reflect the
operational reality in the field under the assumption that the
operator cannot predict the actual demand in advance.

0e remainder of this study is organized as follows:
Section 2 reviews the literature on PBS systems, particularly
on rebalancing issues. Section 3 describes the assumptions
adopted in this study, the model formulations, and theMDP.
Section 4 describes the real-time DP and RL algorithms. In
Section 5, numerical examples are presented and the results
are discussed. Data descriptions and descriptive statistics
have also been presented. Section 6 presents conclusions and
ideas for future research.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Bicycle Rebalancing Problem. In general, studies on
rebalancing public bicycles can be categorized into two types
depending on the assumptions of when the operation is
conducted: the first is the static bicycle rebalancing problem
(SBRP), which ignores user activities. 0is type can be ap-
plied to operations at night. However, as the user demand
increases during the daytime, there is a limitation of that
inventory can be adjusted only after work hours to suitably
accommodate the demand [8]. In addition, demand often
occurs randomly, and user activities can stochastically vary
as a result of rebalancing. In other words, although an actual
system is a dynamic bicycle rebalancing problem (DBRP)
that changes over time, the associated complexity of the
problem has bounded and enforced the scopes of some
previous research works to a simplified version of the
problem as an SBRP. 0erefore, it is necessary to establish
rebalancing strategies that reflect the real environment with
forecasted demands to respond effectively to changing in-
ventory levels in real time.

0e DBRP prioritizes minimizing unmet demand (or
user dissatisfaction) during the rebalancing process rather
than minimizing travel costs. As mentioned earlier, most
DBRP studies assume a deterministic demand. For instance,
Contardo et al. improved the computation time to solve the
problem using the Dantzig–Wolfe decomposition and
Benders decomposition, and they obtained the upper and
lower bounds of the unmet demand [7]. However, the as-
sumption of nontime-varying demand is a limitation of the
study. Moreover, Wang proposed an original mixed-integer
programming (MIP) model that considers the dynamic
characteristics of demand and compares the performances of
two heuristic solutions with exact solutions [9]. 0e rolling
horizon approach and Benders decomposition were applied
in the study. In addition, Zhang et al. developed an inte-
grated model to forecast the inventory level and demand,
rebalancing, and routing; the authors allowed operators to
visit a station once within the time window [8]. Gleditsch
and Hagen simplified and approximated the problem into a
deterministic subproblem under the assumption of known
demands, and column generation heuristics were applied to
the problem [3]. Moreover, Fernández et al. presented four
dynamic strategies: keeping a high inventory level, main-
taining high inventory rates, considering travel distances
with inventory or inventory rates, and considering the in-
ventory of neighborhood stations [10]. Furthermore,
Chiariotti et al. presented a strategy that first modeled a
station inventory rate, followed by determining a reba-
lancing time, and then selected cargo vehicle routes and
stations [11]. In a dynamic system, the dynamic charac-
teristics that can be altered through decision-making pro-
cesses need to be considered. 0e assumptions made in
previous studies do not accurately reflect reality, as the
predetermined route may be different from the actual route
owing to the uncertainty in demand.
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2.2. Markov Decision Process (MDP). 0e bicycle rebalanc-
ing problem can be represented as a sequential decision-
making problem [1]. An operator determines the number of
bicycles to load or unload based on the current system state
and moves to the next station, where rebalancing is required.
Consequently, more users can pick up or return bicycles, and
the operator repeats the process based on the transitioned
environment.

Research on bicycle rebalancing using MDP is rare and
has recently begun in academia. For instance, Legros
attempted to minimize the long-run rate of unsatisfied user
demand and analyzed the case of a single cargo vehicle and a
time horizon segmented into periods of equal length,
without considering a predefined route [12]. In addition,
Brinkmann et al. developed a dynamic lookahead policy
(DLA) heuristic and demonstrated that the rollout algorithm
(RA) failed to obtain competitive results within a reasonable
computational time [6]. Accordingly, an inventory decision
was made to minimize the unmet demand at the current
station within a horizon, and a routing decision was made to
select a station that could avert the largest unmet demand
within the horizon. 0e horizons per hour were determined
using the nonparametric value function approximation
(VFA) method. However, the study was limited by the
adoption of a lengthy window period of 1 h.

Based on a review of the above-mentioned related
works, although the system changes over time, the SBRP
has primarily been studied academically, simplifying the
complexity associated with an actual system. In fact, most
DBRP-related studies considered deterministic demand
and focused on minimizing the unmet demand during a
rebalancing process using a time-space network or MDP.
Research using a time-space network to implement deci-
sion-making behaviors, including future information, is
challenging.

It is necessary to develop a model that simulates sto-
chastic demands and dynamic programming for public
bicycles to reflect the system realistically. Since the demands
are stochastic and the system states are dynamic, stochastic
dynamic programming for rebalancing PBS systems is re-
quired. Related stochastic dynamic studies have focused on
short-term strategies without considering future demands
[11, 13]. 0is strategy is similar to that of a simple heuristic.
Even if future demand is considered, only the next station to
be visited is considered [12], or several target inventory levels
are established [6].

Furthermore, it is necessary to develop a rebalancing
strategy to cope with the inevitable emergencies caused by
these dynamic characteristics. 0e strategy should proac-
tively respond to inventory shortages or excess that may
occur because of inaccuracies in demand forecasts or rapid
demand fluctuations. In existing studies, the time unit of
analysis is a lengthy time window, which is unsuitable for
providing detailed responses during peak periods. Besides,
detailed information on demand distribution is missing in
most of the existing studies.

2.3. Reinforcement Learning. 0e RL method inspires ac-
tions in response to changes in an environment to maximize
an agent’s cumulative rewards through their interactions
with the environment [5]. Hence, the RL approach has a
distinct advantage in that it does not require excessive prior
information about the environment unlike optimal trans-
port or pickup and delivery problems [14]. Initially, the
agent does not have information about actions to take;
however, the agent progressively learns to identify actions
that result in the highest reward. 0is method has been
applied to transportation systems [15–19] and has primarily
been applied to traffic signal control [15–17] or route
planning systems [18, 19]. 0is method has not been ex-
tensively applied to sharing systems [14, 20–23].

0ere are twomain RL approaches to the sharing system:
vehicle-based and user-based. Li et al. proposed a clustering
algorithm and spatiotemporal RL method for a vehicle-
based approach [21]. 0e clustering algorithm grouped
stations and multiple trikes to reduce problem complexity.
0e RL model learns an optimal rebalancing policy for each
cluster, thereby minimizing the total unmet demand over a
long-term horizon. Li et al. proposed a static rebalancing
method using a policy gradient-based RLmethod to enhance
user experience and reduce operational costs in the PBS
system [14]. A case study was conducted on eight central
hubs to test the performance of a deep RL method and it was
demonstrated that as the learning progressed, an agent
found a suboptimal policy to reposition the bikes for each
hub. Mao et al. solved a taxi dispatch problem by developing
an RL framework to rebalance autonomous vehicles when
the travel demand and taxi supply were imbalanced [23].0e
results showed that the algorithm always converges close to a
theoretical optimum.

In a user-based approach, Pan et al. determined the
amount payable to users to incentivize them to rebalance the
system using a hierarchical reinforcement pricing algorithm
with an MDP model [22]. 0e objective of the study was to
maximize the total number of satisfied requests subject to the
rebalancing budget available. Moreover, the study consid-
ered each region’s fill levels, budget, previous pickup and
return demand, previous expenses, and past unmet-service
rate as state factors. An et al. established an MDP problem
with the goal of minimizing the cost of a car-sharing system
and applied a deep deterministic policy gradient (DDPG)
method (actor-critic method) [20]. 0e study introduced
two rewarding mechanisms, picking bonuses and parking
bonuses, to encourage users to balance the car-sharing
system. 0e research showed that these mechanisms in-
creased the service provider’s long-term profit by inducing
users’ behaviors through price leverage, increased user
persistence, and cultivated usage habits. In general, con-
flicting objectives to be optimized are usually formalized as
multi-objective optimization problems [16, 24, 25]. 0e
problem avoids extreme solutions that can be obtained from
the single-objective optimization problem [17–23].
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3. Model Formulation

3.1.Nomenclature. 0e nomenclatures used in this study are
listed in Table 1. 0e adopted nomenclatures were mostly
referenced from the work by Seo and Brinkmann et al. [1, 6].

3.2. Problem Definition. Each station comprises an initial
inventory fn

0, capacity cn, and predicted pickup and return
demands p

n
k, d

n

k in the time interval [t0, tkmax
]. 0e ob-

served pickup demand pk and return demand dk at time
step tk are not known in advance. At time step tk, the
observed demands pn

k−1 and dn
k−1 are revealed, and in-

ventory fn
k is changed by the observed demands and

delivery. An operator driving a cargo vehicle with a
loading capacity cv should start from depot n0 and return
to the depot at the end of the time horizon. Meanwhile, the
operator determines the number of bicycles to be deliv-
ered to or withdrawn from the current station and the next
station to visit at each decision point. However, an unmet
demand occurs if a pickup demand or a return demand is
left unsatisfied for each station owing to a lack of bicycles
for pickups or available docks for return.

0e present study aims to determine the route of a cargo
vehicle and the number of bicycles to pick up from and
deliver to stations to minimize the expected unmet demand.
In this study, several assumptions were made to simplify the
problem, with reference to Seo [1]. First, it was assumed that
public bicycle trips have a spatiotemporal pattern and that

future demand follows a historical pattern. Based on the first
assumption, future demand can be predicted using historical
demand. Second, the observed demands are assumed to
follow a nonhomogeneous Poisson distribution to represent
customers’ random arrival processes. Accordingly, a station
can be visited only once, excluding a depot. 0is assumption
was made because an operator may distribute or withdraw
bicycles at stations to ensure a safety stock. 0e safety stock
refers to an inventory level that prevents future stockouts, so
that a single visit can prevent out-of-stock scenarios within a
given time horizon. A cargo vehicle is assumed to have a
capacity of 15 bicycles and travel to stations at a Euclidean
distance at a speed of 20 km/h.0e handling time was set to a
constant value of one minute per bicycle.

3.3.Markov Decision Process. 0e scheme of the PBS system
is represented by the MDP [6, 26]. An operator serves as an
agent and the system corresponds to an environment to
rebalance the PBS system. 0e operator determines the
number of bicycles to be delivered to a station from the cargo
vehicle or to withdraw from the station and load onto the
cargo vehicle. Minimizing the expected costs is a potential
solution to this problem.

An MDP is based on the interaction between an agent
and the environment. 0e agent makes a decision in a given
state that changes the environment. Subsequently, the agent
gains a reward, collects information about the next state
from the environment, and makes a subsequent decision. In

Table 1: 0e nomenclatures used in this study.

Sets
N � n0, . . . , nmax  Set of stations (0: depot)
T � t0, . . . , tmax  Set of time steps
S � s0, . . . , smax  Set of states
As � a0, . . . , amax|a � (ιa, na) ,∀s ∈ S Set of feasible actions
Π � π0, . . . , πmax|π: S→A  Set of policies
K � (0, . . . , kmax) Sequence of decision points
Indices
k Decision point
sk ∈ S Decision state
tk ∈ T Point in time in state sk

Parameters
cv Cargo vehicle capacity
τ(·, ·) Travel time between two stations
τr Service time for rebalancing per bicycle
cn Station capacity
β Safety buffer
z z-score for the safety stock
pk Station observed pickup demand at time tk

dk Station observed return demand at time tk

pk Station predicted pickup demand at time tk
dk Station predicted return demand at time tk

Variables
fv

k Cargo vehicle load at time tk

nv
k ∈ N Cargo vehicle location at time

tk yk 0e number of delivered bikes from the cargo vehicle at time tk

fk � (f
n0
k , . . . , f

nmax
k ) Station fill levels at time tk

rk � (r
n0
k , . . . , r

nmax
k ) Station fill rate index in time tk

ιa Delivery decision
na Next station decision
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this context, the MDP model can be represented by a five-
tuple (S, A, Pr, R, c) [20]. State (S) represents the entire
environment’s information at each moment, and action (A)

indicates a set of decisions, fromwhich the agent can choose.
0e transition probability (Pr) is defined as the probability
of the transition from state sk to state sk+1 when taking action
ak at time tk. 0e reward (R) corresponds to a value used by
the agent to determine the action, and the discount rate (c)

is the reduction rate of the reward over time. Each tuple is
described in detail in the following section:

0e solution to this problem involves determining the
optimal policy π∗ ∈ Π that describes the best action for each
state in the MDP [6]. 0e penalty function U D(sk, π)

describes the number of unmet demands of policy π in state
sk. A policy alludes to a rule that determines a decision based
on the available information in a state [27]:

π∗ � argmin
π∈Π

E 

kmax

k�0
U D sk, π sk( ( |s0

⎡⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎦. (1)

3.3.1. State. In the PBS system, the states are composed of
the inventory levels of stations, locations, and contents of
cargo vehicles [2]. 0e state space for this study was con-
structed according to Seo and Brinkmann et al. [1, 6]. 0e
state space representation includes three factors: tk is a time
step, nv

k is a station where cargo vehicle v is currently po-
sitioned, and rk denotes binary variables representing a
station’s fill rate index. Moreover, rk has a value of zero if the
fill rate is between the safety buffers and one otherwise. 0e
safety buffer is defined as the interval of a certain percentage
of capacity cn, which can be adjusted by β:

r
n
k �

0, if βc
n <f

n
k <(1 − β)c

n

1, otherwise
 , ∀n ∈ N\ n0 . (2)

0is state-space definition makes it easy to extend the
spatial and temporal ranges; however, the computation time
is multiplied linearly by this extension. In practice, demand
forecasting and relocation routing should not be time
consuming. 0erefore, we set an appropriate time step to
reduce the complexity and used the fill rate index instead of
the fill level. 0e fill rate index is less accurate in indicating
the station’s information than the inventory. However, this
index can significantly reduce the number of states by ag-
gregating the fill level.

3.3.2. Action. 0e operator’s action at each decision point
comprises two consecutive decisions: a delivery decision and
a next-station decision. A delivery decision represents the
number of bikes to be loaded or unloaded at the current
station to satisfy the target fill level of the station. 0e next-
station decision chooses a station toward which the operator
will move to rebalance. 0is study prioritizes the next-sta-
tion decision, whereas the former decision is automatically
determined by external factors to reduce the associated
action space.

Since the predicted demand may fluctuate owing to
weather conditions or random incidents, the concept of
safety stock is introduced. Safety stock refers to the inventory
level required to prevent stockouts [28]. Stockouts stem
from numerous factors, such as demand fluctuations and
prediction inaccuracies. 0e safety stock equation is as
follows: under the assumption that demand follows a
Poisson distribution, the standard deviation of demand can
be replaced by the mean of demand. In addition, the total
lead time (PC) and time increment used to calculate the
standard deviation of the demand (T1) are also assumed to
be identical:

(Safety stock) � z

���
PC

T1



σD, (3)

where z, Z-score; PC, total lead time; T1, time increment
used for calculating the standard deviation of the demand;
σD, standard deviation of the demand.

3.3.3. Reward. A reward is a quantitative value associated
with the actions of an operator. In this study, the reward was
set as the sum of the total unmet demands from all stations
given action ak and the realization of the transition
ω: S × A⟶ S. 0e operator adopts a policy that minimizes
the reward.

3.3.4. Transition Probability. 0e postaction state is changed
by the operator’s action and the users’ pickup or return
demands at the corresponding time step. In a scenario where
the demands are deterministic and known in advance, the
postaction state can be uniquely determined, as the tran-
sition probability to the relevant state would be one, whereas
the probabilities of the other states are zero. As a result, the
calculation of the Bellman optimality equality becomes
simple. However, in this study, stochastic demands were
considered, and the transition probabilities to postaction
states were calculated. Accordingly, the pickup and return
demands were assumed to follow a time-dependent Poisson
distribution. 0e Skellam distribution, a discrete probability
distribution of the difference between two Poisson distri-
butions with respective expected values, was applied to
calculate the transition probability.

3.4. Demand Forecasting. In 2001, Breiman introduced the
random forest technique, an ensemble learning method
employed for classification and regression. 0e general idea
of this technique is to combine multiple decision trees, each
of which is developed individually on bootstrapped data
samples. Predictions were made by obtaining the mean of
the output from each decision tree [29].

In this study, historical pickup data were utilized for
demand prediction. Temporal factors, such as month, day of
the week, time of the day, andmeteorological factors, such as
temperature, wind speed, and precipitation, were used as
explanatory variables. In addition, the hourly pickup and
return demands were forecasted using random forest.

Journal of Advanced Transportation 5



Observed and predicted demands can be compared at each
time step by uniformly distributing predicted values on a 10-
minute basis, which is a unit of time step in this study, and
the associated prediction errors can be calculated. Consid-
ering that usage patterns vary depending on weekday and
subscription type, four different demand prediction models
were constructed. 0e experiment was performed with the
“randomForest” package of R. Details regarding the demand
forecasting technique used in this study can be found in Seo,
Seo et al., and Cho et al. [1, 30, 31].

4. Solution Algorithms

4.1. Real-Time Dynamic Programming. In this study, an
asynchronous technique, real-time dynamic programming
(RTDP), proposed by Barto et al., was developed to derive an
approximate solution [32]. 0e term “asynchronous” indi-
cates that all states are not updated the same number of times
but different states are updated with different frequencies.
RTDP is an on-policy trajectory-sampling version of the DP
value-iteration algorithm [5]. 0e central idea of RTDP is
that an agent only visits the states that are relevant to the
agent. Accordingly, RTDP updates the values of states visited
in actual or simulated trajectories through expected tabular
value-iteration updates. For certain types of problems sat-
isfying reasonable conditions, RTDP guarantees determin-
ing an optimal policy for relevant states without visiting
every state infinitely often [5].

For these problems, since each episode beginning in a
state randomly selected from a set of starting states and
ending at a goal state, the RTDP converges (with a prob-
ability of one) to an optimal policy for all relevant states,
provided the following conditions are satisfied [32]:

(1) 0e initial value of each goal state is zero.
(2) At least one policy guarantees that a goal state is

reached with a probability of one from any starting
state.

(3) All rewards for transitions from nongoal states are
strictly negative.

(4) All initial values are equal to or greater than their
optimal values (which can be satisfied by simply
setting all states’ initial values to zero).

0e pseudocode of RTDP in Algorithm 1 is presented as
follows: initialize an estimate of the value function V

0
(sk) for

all states, and choose an initial state, s0k. Once a sample of
random demands ωi is selected, the computed value function
and resulting optimal action are updated using the Bellman
optimal equation. Consequently, only the corresponding state
value is updated to vi

k, and the values of the rest are not
updated.0e agentmoves to the following state si

k according to
action ai

k and sample demandωi and repeats the above process
during I iterations [1, 27].0e computational complexity of the
algorithm is affected by the number of iterations, time steps,
states, and actions; therefore, the time complexity of Algorithm
1 is O(I|T|2|N|22|N||cn|). 0is is much less than that of DP,
which iteratively computes for all states.

4.2. Manipulating Algorithm. Owing to the nature of the
Bellman optimal equation, all the possible next states and
actions must be considered. Accordingly, twomanipulations
can reduce the required computational effort. First, the
associated action space is reduced. Regarding the routing
decision, an operator only considers stations that satisfy
certain conditions to visit the next station [1, 31].

Strategy 1: Consider all the stations.
Strategy 2: Consider the stations close to the current

station.
Strategy 3: Consider the stations with significant fore-

casting errors.
Second, the next state may vary owing to stochastic

demand; however, it is inefficient to consider all states. For
instance, if most stations have relatively low predicted de-
mands, the probability that rk � [0, . . . , 0] transitions to
rk+1 � [1, . . . , 1] is relatively low. 0e following state’s
possible fill levels are assumed to be within the standard

deviation of the Skellam distribution,
������

pk + dk



.

4.3. Reinforcement Learning Method. For reliable and ef-
fective operation, a feasible solution should be obtained in real
time, even for a large-scale bike-sharing system. Updating and
saving value functions in a table form for all combinations of
state-action pairs are not feasible and nearly impossible. RL
presents a method that enables agents to learn without prior
knowledge of the environment and its associated model.
Given various rewards depending on the actions, an agent
attempts to take action for a high reward. Unlike DP and
RTDP, the RLmethod approximates a value function using an
artificial neural network (ANN) without storing it in a table.

An actor-critic technique is a combination of policy-
based learning and value-based learning with two neural
networks. Each of the two models calculates an action based
on a state (actor) and an action’s Q-value (critic). 0e
Q-value takes an extra parameter, a current action a.
Qπ(s, a) refers to the long-term return of a current state s,
taking action a under policy π.

Furthermore, the actor receives the state as the input and
outputs the probability of each action.0is method is referred
to as policy-based learning and controls how the agent moves
by learning the optimal policy. However, the critic evaluates
the action by considering the state as input and calculating a
value function (value-based learning).0e two networks were
trained separately and a gradient ascent method was adopted
to update the weights. Consequently, the more time steps that
are repeated, the better the actor will perform, and the better
the critic evaluates the actions. 0e pseudocode of the actor-
critic methods is shown in Algorithm 2 [5, 33]. 0e state,
parameters, and learning rates are intialized. For each time
step, the agent selects an action and obtains the following state
and reward. 0e critic then updates the action-value function
parameters w using the TD error δ, which is the difference
between the unbiased estimate of the approximate value
function (Qw) and the actual value of the function. 0e actor
updates the policy parameter θ using the policy gradient
theorem. 0e time complexity of actor-critic methods is
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O(I|T|)) because only the number of iterations and time steps
affect the complexity of the algorithm.

In this study, the actor-critic method was employed rather
than REINFORCE, which is a Monte–Carlo variant of policy
gradient methods. 0e primary advantage of the actor-critic
method is that the learning speed is faster because it learns at
every time step [34]. In REINFORCE, the agent learns each
episode, so the learning speed is slower than that of the actor-
critic method. As illustrated in Figure 1, the actor-critic (A2C)
method has advantages in that it converges faster and per-
forms better than the REINFORCE method. A2C uses an
advantage function for the actor-critic method.0e advantage
function compares how rewarding an action is compared to
other actions in each state.0e reason for using the advantage
function is to evaluate the advantage of an action instead of
directly comparing Q values. In addition, a larger Q function
value is associated with a greater error function variance,
which is intuitive. Accordingly, the value function, which is
the baseline, is subtracted to reduce the degree of change in
the Q function.

5. Numerical Experiment

5.1. Experimental Design. 0e spatial scope of this study is
Yeouido District, an island with an area of 2.9 km2 located in
the southwestern part of Seoul, South Korea. Yeouido is
suitable as an experimental area, primarily because the island
has business areas and parks, and the demand for

commuters and park users is higher than in other areas. 0e
network used in this chapter consisted of 31 stations installed
in Yeouido and a depot outside the island (Figure 2), and
Euclidean distances among the stations were arbitrarily
assumed. It was assumed that the stations were rebalanced
using one cargo vehicle with a capacity of 15. When moving
between a pair of stations, the speed of the cargo vehicle was
assumed to be 20 km/h, and considering the average speed of
traffic in Yeouido and the fact that it takes one minute per
bicycle to withdraw or distribute the bicycles from or onto a
bicycle rack at a station, and based on the historical reba-
lancing log, the unit time-step was set to 10min.

Initialize the value function approximation V
0
(sk) for all states S

i⟵1
while i< I do

Choose an initial state si
k and a sample path ωi.

for k � 0, 1, 2, . . . , kmax do
vi

k⟵maxak∈Ai(C(si
k, ak) + c 

s′∈S
P(s′|si

k, ak)V
i−1
k+1(s′))

ai
k⟵argmaxak∈Ai(C(si

k, ak) + cs′∈SP(s′|si
k, ak)V

i−1
k+1(s′))

if sk � si
k then

V
i

k(sk)←vi
k

else
V

i

k(sk)←V
i−1
k (sk)

si
k←ω

i(si
k, ai

k)

i←i + 1

ALGORITHM 1: RTDP.

Initialize state s, parameters w, θ, and learning rates α, β.
i⟵1
while i< I do

for k � 0, 1, 2, . . . , kmax do
Choose an action ak ∼ π(si

k) and observe following state si
k+1 and reward r.

δ⟵r + cQw(si
k+1, ak+1) − Qw(si

k, ak).
w⟵w + βδ∇wQw(si

k, ak).
θ⟵θ + α∇θlog π(si

k)Qw(si
k, ak).

Update si
k←si

k+1, ak←ak+1.
i←i + 1

ALGORITHM 2: Actor-critic.
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Two types of demand are used in this study: predicted
demand and observed demand. For the simulation of sto-
chastic demand, the observed demand is assumed to follow a
Poisson distribution.Meanwhile, the predicted demand is used
as a parameter of the distribution. Pickup and return demands
within one hour are estimated at each station using three
datasets (bicycle sharing dataset, holiday calendar, and mete-
orological dataset), which are uniformly assigned every 10min
within a period of one hour.0e bicycle sharing system dataset,
including the time-stamped pickup and return and the stock of
each station for every 10min, was provided by the Seoul
Facilities Corporation, a public bicycle management agency
based in Seoul, South Korea. 0e meteorological dataset was
collected from the Korean Meteorological Administration
(KMA) website (https://data.kma.go.kr/). Moreover, the time
scope of the dataset was from August 2016, when the stations
were initially installed, to September 2017. Reportedly, there
were 474,123 usage records during the analysis period, with an
average of 1,142 trips per day. 0e length of the prediction
horizon was two hours for each period, from 7 a.m. to 9 a.m. or
from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. on September 20, 2017. 0e pickup and
return demand patterns in the area are illustrated in Figure 3,
with the analysis period shown in grey. Since the analysis area
comprises a business district, it can be confirmed that the
number of returns is higher in the morning and the number of
pickups is higher in the evening.

Five to seven stations and a depot were selected from the
Yeouido district. 0e discount factor c, which denotes the
reduction rate of the reward over time, was set to 0.9. Ex-
periments were performed on a personal computer with an
Intel® Core™ i7 2.93GHz CPU and 8GB of memory. 0e
solution algorithms were coded and compiled in a Python
environment based on Lee et al. [34].

5.2. Algorithm Performance

5.2.1. Number of Iterations and Computation Time. 0e
calculation time of RTDP for 10 iterations according to the
number of stations is depicted in Figure 4. 0e computation
time for the number of stations increased exponentially with

|N|. 0ese observations are consistent with the computa-
tional results concerning the dimension of the state space.
Specifically, each station has two values for the fill rate index
(0 or 1), and thus, the state space dimension is
|S|≤ |T||N|2|N|.

5.2.2. Comparison with Benchmark Policies. Two bench-
mark policies were analyzed to compare the effectiveness of
the strategy developed in this study. Brinkmann et al. and
Brinkmann et al. proposed these strategies [6, 13]. 0e
unmet demands averaged from 30 simulations for each
policy after 1,000 iterations were performed. Accordingly,
the unmet demands were calculated for all stations, and the
delivery amount was the sum of the number of loaded and
unloaded bicycles.

Brinkmann et al. introduced a short-term rebalancing
(STR) policy [13]. Given state (tk, nv

k, fv
k, fk), an action is

determined by the STR policy. If the fill levels of the current
station are outside the safety buffer, then a rebalancing
operation is implemented for the deficit (or excess).
Moreover, Brinkmann et al. proposed static and dynamic
lookahead policies [6]. 0is study modeled a static look-
ahead policy (SLA). 0e inventory level determined at the
current station is 25%, 50%, or 75% of the station’s capacity,
leading to the least unmet demand as the sum of the failed
pickup and failed return demands at this station.

Table 2 presents the results of these comparisons. It is
common for the delivery amount to decrease as the travel
time of the cargo vehicle increases (or vice versa) within a
limited time. However, both the delivery and travel time
decrease when a cargo vehicle’s idling is long or the
movement owing to the meaningless inventory decision (ι �

0) increases. SLA, a strategy that utilizes predicted demand
information, has a lower performance than STR. 0e sta-
tions that need to be rebalanced are efficiently selected in the
SLA. However, they cannot be rebalanced owing to re-
strictions on inventory decisions (at least 25% of the station
capacity). Since the analysis period was on a weekday
morning, the demand for returns was higher than that for

Depot

Station

Figure 2: Location of stations and depot in Yeouido, Seoul.
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pickups. Even if all bicycles at a station need to be withdrawn
to make the bicycle racks available for returns, an operator
must choose 25% of capacity. In addition, if revisits were
allowed, the operator could have rebalanced the bicycles
later if the operator could not rebalance them during the first
visit.

STR is a strategy to visit as many stations as possible by
rebalancing the station’s minimum number of bicycles.
However, it was found that the strategy is susceptible to
sudden high demands.0e failed demand occurred owing to
an intensive demand during the safety buffer or after the
withdrawal of bicycles to prevent the station from filling up.
Since STR is a reactive strategy, an operator visits a station
following the occurrence of a failure. SLA has limited in-
ventory decisions (25%, 50%, or 75% of the station capacity),
thereby promoting unnecessary travel with no inventory
changes. In addition, the constraint that the operator can
visit a station only once worsens performance.

Overall, the RTDP outperformed the benchmark poli-
cies. In the RTDP cases, the delivery amount was higher than
in the other policies, and delivery reduced unmet demands.
It exhibited better performance when the z-score was high.
Consequently, a higher demand can be met by withdrawing
bikes in the morning, when the return demand is high.

5.2.3. Comparison by Prioritizing Strategies. For seven sta-
tions and one depot, 100 iterations were performed for each
strategy. Table 3 lists the KPIs for each prioritizing strategy.
A “do nothing” strategy implies that a rebalance is not
performed, and 19.00 failures occurred for two hours. It is
impossible to stay self-sufficient from user usage alone
because the pickup demand is higher than the return de-
mand from 7 a.m. to 9 a.m. 0erefore, rebalancing using a
cargo vehicle is required.

Strategies 1 and 3 exhibited better performances than the
“do nothing” policy, and the performance of Strategy 2 was
similar to that of the “do nothing” strategy. 0e reward for
Strategy 1, considering all stations for the next visit, was the
lowest (i.e., the best). In Strategy 3, the reward was similar to
that of Strategy 1; however, it is noteworthy that the
computation time was reduced by approximately 28.5%
compared to Strategy 1.

5.2.4. Sensitivity Analysis. A sensitivity analysis was per-
formed for five initial inventory cases and three station
capacity cases (Figure 5). 0e initial inventory levels were
set as percentages of the station capacities (10%, 30%, 50%,
70%, or 90%). Based on a given station capacity, both
smaller capacity cases (80%) and larger capacity cases
(120%) were analyzed. 0e unmet demand rate is calcu-
lated as the ratio of unmet demands to observed pickup or
return demands.

For pickup demands during the morning peak, a slight
difference was found in all capacity cases. However, the gaps
in unmet return demands by station capacity are signifi-
cantly different from those of unmet pickup demands. 0is
result can be attributed to a characteristic of the system,
which is a return service that connects existing bicycles.
Regardless of the station capacity, the service can lead to
unlimited returns on bicycles. Since predicted demands are
estimated from observed demands, pickup demands can be
underestimated, whereas all return demands can be ob-
served. As the initial inventory increases, unmet demand
increases. In the morning, the available slots on the dock are
insufficient because there are many returns in the analysis
area. It can be further confirmed by the fact that unmet
pickup demand rarely occurs from 30% or more of the initial
inventory.
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Figure 4: Computation time needed for 10 iterations.

Table 2: Key performance indicators using different benchmark strategies.

Strategy Average unmet demand (person) Average travel time (min) Average delivery amount (bike)
No rebalance 10.6 — —
STR 8.5 19.8 2.7
SLA 9.6 40.2 11.7
RTDP (1.00) 3.8 37.1 16.8
RTDP (1.65) 3.5 37.2 21.9
RTDP (2.33) 2.3 38.3 21.4
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As the initial inventory levels increase at the evening
peak, the average unmet pickup demand decreases, and the
average unmet return demand increases. It can be observed
in Figure 3 that many pickups occurred in the analysis area
in the afternoon. 0is phenomenon tends to make stations
empty; therefore, the more initial inventory level the station
has, the lower the users’ pickup failure. As capacity increased
and the number of bicycles increased, the unmet demand
tended to decrease. In particular, the larger the initial in-
ventory, the greater the decrease in the unmet pickup de-
mand for capacity changes, suggesting that pickup-active
stations should be considered bicycle-supplying stations.

As shown in Figure 6, the relationship between the initial
inventory level, net demand, and total unmet demand was
investigated. At the morning peak, all stations have a neg-
ative net demand, meaning that returns dominate pickups.
Notably, Station 4 is the most active return station, and as
the initial number of available bicycles increases, users find it
challenging to return bicycles, increasing unmet demand. All
stations, except Station 4, had lower unmet demands, re-
gardless of the initially available bikes.

At the evening peak, three stations (Stations 2, 3, and 4)
had positive net demands, and the other stations (Stations 1

and 5) had negative net demands. Station 1 shows a cluster of
dots, indicating that its capacity is small. 0e unmet demand
is high because both the pickup demand and return demand
are high. 0erefore, expanding the capacity will decrease the
unmet demand. Station 3 has zero unmet demand even if the
initially available bicycles increase unless there are few initial
bicycles.0is result suggests that the capacity of the station is
too high compared to the demand, so its capacity can be
reduced.

5.3. Large-Scale Cases

5.3.1. Deterministic Demand Contexts. All 31 stations and a
depot in the Yeouido district were selected for a large-scale
case analysis (|N| � 32). 0e hyperparameters in this
analysis were set according to the values used in the liter-
ature [20] and adjusted to fit this study. 0e learning rate of
both the actor and critic networks was 5 × 10−4, and the two
networks had three layers with 24 hidden layer units.

Figure 7 illustrates the performance analysis in the
context of deterministic demand, which is the observed
demand on that day. Strategy 1, which searches for all
stations, requires more iterations to converge because it
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Table 3: Key performance indicators by strategies.

Strategy Average unmet demand (person) Time (s)
Do nothing: no rebalance 19.00 —
Strategy 1: all stations 13.67 2,825.9
Strategy 2: near stations 19.67 2,113.0
Strategy 3: stations with large errors 14.00 2,021.6
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requires more trial and error to explore all stations. Strat-
egies 2 and 3, which search only a few stations, converge
faster than Strategy 1 owing to the size reduction in the
search area. Among these strategies, Strategy 3 had the
lowest convergence.

0e inefficient movement was observed in Strategy 1. As all
stations are candidates for routing decisions, the delivery
amount is reduced. In fact, it is impossible to serve all stations
within a limited working period. Operators in the PBS system
serve only about 20 stations for nine hours (working time)
owing to handling broken bicycles or citizens’ complaints.
0erefore, a strategy is required to select the station that re-
quires the most rebalancing. Compared to Strategy 1, Strategy
2, which searches for nearby stations, can reduce the travel

time; however, Strategy 2 cannot reduce the total unmet de-
mand by failing to serve distant stations requiring urgent
rebalancing treatments. Accordingly, Strategy 2 may be ap-
plicable for SBRP that minimizes the total travel time, however,
it is not suitable for DBRP, where pickup and return demands
change in real time. In Strategy 3, the operator visits the depot
again during rebalancing to withdraw bicycles for more de-
livery. On a weekday morning, most stations in the Yeouido
district have more return demands than pickup demands
because of commuting trips. Since the analysis duration was as
short as 2 h, the rebalancing effect could not be identified after
the analysis period. If the analysis period is further extended,
then Strategy 3 will exhibit better performance than the other
prioritizing strategies.
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5.3.2. Stochastic Demand Contexts. 0ree demand scenarios
are considered for analysis in the stochastic demand context:
predicted demand, half of the predicted demand, and 1.5
times the predicted demand.

Accordingly, we trained the agent 5,000 times on sto-
chastic demand, and then tested it 100 times on observed
demand situations. 0e mean and standard deviation of the
unmet pickup demand and return demand by prioritizing
strategies are presented in Table 4 and Figure 8, respectively.
Strategies 1 and 2 did not exhibit a difference in terms of the
level of predicted demand; however, Strategy 3 exhibited a
lower unmet demand as the level of predicted demand
increased. A Poisson distribution is assumed for the ob-
served demand during the training process; therefore, the
higher the level of predicted demand, the greater the dif-
ference between the observation and the predicted value,
thereby making it easier for the agent to determine which
station has a greater gap between the observations and
predictions.

In addition to the three strategies, a constraint-free
strategy was compared, where the agent selects both the next
station to be visited and the number of (un)loading bicycles
at the current station by itself. Accordingly, the average
unmet demand of the constraint-free strategy was
2.55–6.58% higher than that of the other strategies, except
for Strategy 3, which had a predicted demand of 50%. 0e
standard deviation is up to two times higher than that of the
suggested strategy. 0ese results indicate that the use of the
suggested strategies is suitable for deriving an efficient so-
lution within a limited time.

6. Conclusions

In this study, RTDP and RL methods were developed in the
context of a dynamic PBS system with stochastic demands.
0e analysis was performed on user demand patterns that
differed by period, based on historical pickup data. 0e
forecasted demand was constructed stochastically using the
random forest technique. 0e movements of cargo vehicles
were analyzed over time by introducing the MDP. We
compared the performance of the proposed strategies with
other benchmark strategies by using the developed model
and algorithm. It was found that the strategy that considers
the prediction error resulted in better performance than
other benchmark strategies. More specifically, the strategy of
focusing on stations with more realistic fluctuations in the
dynamic factors exhibited an improved rebalancing effect.
Our proposed strategy provides a guideline for selecting the
next visiting stations; for instance, among stations with a
high error of predicted demand, as a minimum constraint,
the proposed strategy can be used to find a practical solution
with limited resources and a short time between the demand
forecasting and rebalancing operations. A future research
direction will be to find a way to increase the efficacy and
accuracy of a constraint-free RL method.

Most existing research on the rebalancing problem of
public bicycles has adopted the SBRP, in which the reba-
lancing process was assumed to occur primarily at night.
Even though studies using the DBRP have recently increased
slightly, user demands have been regarded as constant or
deterministic values based on historical usage data. In this
study, the cargo vehicle route and number of bicycles to load
or unload were determined to minimize the unmet demands
by considering the stochastic forecasted demands.0is study
proposes a more efficient and reliable prioritizing strategy
with operational policy options that can be practically ap-
plied under relevant conditions in the field.

0e main contributions of this study are as follows: in
this study, an MDP-based DP method is developed that
simulates PBS system rebalancing with stochastic demands,
and this long-term strategy can consider future stochastic
demands. A statistical distribution of demand is assumed
through a statistical test based on historical demand data to
reflect the demand uncertainty. Moreover, the operator’s
action in each state is not determined through simulations
but by an algorithm. An approximate dynamic program-
ming method is developed to reduce the computational
effort required for DP calculations owing to the large state
space and action space. In the present analysis, a policy that

Table 4: Mean and standard deviation by prioritizing strategies.

Strategy
50% 100% 150%

Mean Standard deviation Mean Standard deviation Mean Standard deviation
Strategy 1: all stations 92.95 1.74 93.54 4.11 94.16 2.66
Strategy 2: near stations 94.06 1.08 92.27 1.08 91.76 3.5
Strategy 3: stations with large errors 98.56 1.73 93.70 1.97 90.87 1.45
Constraint-free strategy 96.46 2.19 96.93 4.99 96.85 3.84
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Figure 8: Average unmet demand by strategies.
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effectively reduces the operators’ action candidates and
derives implications through performance comparisons for
each policy is developed. 0e action space can be reduced by
responding proactively to unexpected fluctuations.

0is study considered a dock-based system with discrete
stations; however, future research can apply the method-
ology proposed in this study to a dockless system where
pickup and return points are not restricted to certain stations
but extend to a continuous plane. In a dockless system,
clustered areas with certain resolutions are considered in-
stead of fixed points, and the demand in the cluster can be
predicted using a deep learning approach, such as a graph
neural network [35]. Extensive research is required to ad-
dress the two remaining issues in demand forecasting for
public bicycles: the accuracy of the forecasted demand itself
and the estimation of true demand. If the demand fore-
casting accuracy is high, the cargo vehicle movement is
closer to the movement in the hindsight problem where the
agent knows the user demands in advance. Meanwhile,
unmet demand can become more realistic if an estimated
true demand is used rather than an observed demand. 0is
study tested rebalancing strategies using limited resources
within a relatively small spatial scope. Future research can
consider expanding the range of additional inputs of re-
sources, such as cargo vehicles and operators. Finally, the
reward function in this study was set as an unmet demand, as
an example of an operational goal. However, depending on
the priority given by the operating agencies to other metrics
such as the travel distance of cargo vehicles or overall op-
erational cost, rewards can be determined by considering the
metrics collectively under the same framework and
methodologies.
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